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Level 2 Drama, 2018
91215 Discuss a drama or theatre form or period  

with reference to a text

2.00 p.m. Tuesday 20 November 2018 
Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Discuss a drama or theatre form or 
period with reference to a text.

Discuss a drama or theatre form or 
period with reference to a text showing 
informed understanding.

Discuss a drama or theatre form or 
period with reference to a text showing 
perceptive understanding.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–11 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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TOTAL

Merit

18

No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.





















Merit Exemplar 2018 
Subject Drama Standard 91215 Total score 18 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 M6 

The candidate shows an informed understanding of how Olivia is a typical 
character of the Elizabethan Theatre form and of how she reflects the political 
context of the time; with a clear link to Queen Elizabeth. The discussion around 
the political context is clear and supported with detailed evidence – holistically 
provided across Part A and B. The candidate does not reach E7 as there is not 
perceptive discussion of Olivia as a character or insightful connection to the text’s 
purpose. 

2 M6 

The candidate demonstrates clear understanding of the typical Elizabethan 
Theatre staging and the important relationship between the performer and the 
audience. This is seen across their explanation and the diagram. The informed 
understanding of the effect on a typical audience is shown in their discussion of 
how dramatic irony is humorous for the audience. This interpretation is developed 
through their clear knowledge of the gender restrictions for the typical actor in the 
Elizabethan period. To reach E7, greater perception needed to be demonstrated 
regarding the effect on the audience with connection to the text’s purpose. 

3 M6 

The candidate demonstrates informed understanding of a typical use of costume 
in Elizabethan theatre. They provide a clear explanation as to how the costume 
would be used in a typical performance, and enhance this explanation with a 
discussion of sumptuary laws and the class divide. Merit is gained through the 
informed discussion of the combination of costume, use of stage features and 
vocal techniques to create a clear meaning for the audience of the class divide. 
Clear evidence is used to support this answer. To reach E7, the candidate could 
have discussed with greater perception the meaning created for a typical 
audience. 

 
 
  




